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Abstract
Austria has been a member country of SHARE since its inception in 2004. In this paper, we address quality management
in surveys and highlight three components – contract, sampling, and fieldwork management – that are fundamental for
high data-quality. We provide an overview of a SHARE wave and discuss our approach to data-quality management based
on the example of SHARE management in Austria. Results confirm that focusing on fieldwork quality management has the
potential to improve overall data quality.
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Qualitätsmanagement in der empirischen Sozialforschung

Ein Ansatz für ein umfassendes Qualitätsmanagement im Survey of Health,
Ageing and Retirement in Europe (SHARE)
Zusammenfassung
Seit Beginn von SHARE zählt Österreich zu den Mitgliedsländern. In diesen 13 Jahren als SHARE-Mitglied konnte viel Erfahrung im Management und der Umsetzung der Studie gesammelt werden. Drei Komponenten – Vertrag, Stichprobenziehung
und Feldmanagement – sind der Schlüssel um in einer großen standardisierten Studie wie SHARE erfolgreich zu sein und
hohe Datenqualität zu liefern. In diesem Artikel geben wir einen Überblick über den Verlauf einer SHARE-Welle und diskutieren unseren Ansatz für ausgezeichnetes Datenqualitätsmanagement am Beispiel der SHARE-Studie in Österreich. Unsere
Erfahrungen zeigen, dass man mit gezieltem Feldmanagement und Interviewer-Feedback die Datenqualität steigern kann.
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1. Introduction
The Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe
(SHARE) is the biggest interdisciplinary and longitudinal survey in social sciences in Europe. SHARE aims
at providing an extensive research database for a better understanding of the relationship between the economic situation, family, social networks, and general
health of ageing individuals, over the age of 50 years.
Since its commencement in 2004, more than
120,000 individuals in 27 European countries and Israel have been interviewed. Austria has been a cornerstone of SHARE since its beginning and is currently one
of the SHARE frontrunners in terms of innovation and
funding.
Excellent data quality is an essential requirement
for excellent research. A core task of SHARE, therefore,
consists of accompanying and supervising survey agencies entrusted with fieldwork tasks. This article aims to
outline the quality management within SHARE, with a
special focus on Austrian instruments that are implemented in addition to international measures. We begin by providing a synopsis of the agenda of a SHARE
wave. Next, based on our experience, we describe three
essential components of success in a standardized international survey: contract, sampling, and fieldwork
management.
As is often the case, the best learning effects arise
from learning by doing and, sometimes, from failing.
Although we as authors were primarily responsible for
survey operations in Austria, our experiences and findings relate not only to Austria, but to the international
cooperation of the current 27 European SHARE member countries and Israel.

2. The organization of SHARE
SHARE preparations regularly initiate about two years
before the first interview is conducted for the particular
wave in consideration. The first task of SHARE scientists consists of designing the questionnaire for the new
wave. As soon as the generic questionnaire is set up, all
member countries engage in translations with the aid of
an online instrument. After translation, national CAPI
(Computer Assisted Personal Interview) instruments
are compiled for intense testing by country scientists
(Malter 2015).
All SHARE interviews are carried out as face-to-face
CAPIs. Fieldwork agencies engaged in each member
country provide interviewers and logistic support for
fieldwork management while software and background
technical infrastructure is provided by SHARE. These

fieldwork agencies are commonly hired in open tender
bids based on harmonized procurement rules.1
Subsequently, selected interviewers are trained and
instruments and materials are evaluated for the first
time in the field during the pretest, where around 100
interviews are conducted in each country. After error
management and questionnaire refinement, the translating, programming, and testing processes start all over
(Malter 2015).
Six months after the pretest, the second field test,
called the “field rehearsal,” is set in motion.2 Significant changes in the questionnaire are allowed between
the pretest and field rehearsal. However, after the field
rehearsal, the generic questionnaire is left untouched.
Before the onset of the main fieldwork, the SHARE
questionnaire is approved by the SHARE questionnaire
board and extensively tested in theory and practice.
Translations are verified and approved by survey scientists as well as by external linguists. The survey instrument must pass various test-runs as well as the two
practical tests during pretest and field-rehearsal.
Approximately two years after the beginning of a
new wave, the main fieldwork phase commences. During fieldwork, the survey agency carrying out the datacollection is supported, monitored, and supervised by
SHARE Central (SHARE headquarters, a statutory seat
of SHARE-ERIC, currently in Munich, Germany) and
scientific country teams. The principal duty of SHARE
Central is to coordinate and supervise the efforts of scientific country teams, while country teams are responsible for in-country management and survey-agency
supervision.
Once fieldwork is accomplished, all SHARE teams
are involved in data cleaning and preparations for the
first public data release. It is common practice that a
new wave is kicked off while the previous wave is still in
fieldwork or in post processing.

3. Contracting survey tasks
In most cases, survey interviews will not be carried out
by researchers themselves, but by trained interviewers
and specialized or commercial survey agencies. In this
section, we focus on topics essential for outsourcing core
1

Procurement rules based on SHARE-ERIC Statutes apply to all
SHARE-ERIC member countries. These Statutes can be found here:
http://www.share-project.org/fileadmin/pdf_documentation/SHARE-ERIC/SHARE-ERIC_consolidated_version_27_04_2017.pdf
2 To be up to date, we adapted the annotation of field tests: Before
wave 7, the “pretest” was called “pilot” and did not have to be conducted by the main agency. The second field test, the “field rehearsal” was called “pretest” in former waves.
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survey tasks to specialized survey agencies (for additional arguments, also refer to Cibelli Hibben et al. 2018).
First, it is important to carefully evaluate the agency
or company to contract for the specific survey objectives.
In many economies, the “market-research” sector is very
competitive and public tender calls often attract multiple
bidders of very different characteristics. It is not uncommon for small survey agencies to bid for bigger projects.
However, the experience of survey agencies in conducting survey tasks at the required scale is one of the most
important criteria for success. Tender bids assessment
should, therefore, focus on survey agencies’ experience
in handling surveys of the requested scale in addition to
the bid contents.
Second, the question of legal ownership of the
sample arises. In many countries, while the data collected would be the sole property of the purchaser, it is
a common practice that the sample remains in the legal
ownership of the survey agency, and thus, completely
out of the control of researchers. However, we strongly
argue in favor of carrying out the sample selection process ourselves as researchers or survey purchasers. If, for
various reasons it will not be possible to draw a sample
without engaging a survey agency, tight controls of the
sample selection process are indispensable. The (geographic) sample distribution is a major cost driver for
survey tasks. Thus, if not strictly bound by contract and
controlled for, there are numerous incentives for survey
agencies to “interfere” with the sample selection process.
It should be noted that usually controls of the sample
selection process will not be possible if the question of
legal ownership of the sample has not been specifically
addressed in the contract. Thus, the property rights of
the data collected and of the sample data (address files)
require special attention when drafting survey contracts.
Third, the question of ex-post interview controls carried out by survey agencies needs to be addressed. Interview controls, e.g., by re-contacting a certain number
of randomly drawn respondents per interviewer and
inquiring about the place and time of interview, questions posed, and interviewer friendliness, are considered
standard in current survey quality management (Lyberg/
Biemer 2008). If possible, such verification calls should
be carried out by independent, third-party survey agencies. Alternatively, in some cases, call protocols or call
recordings may serve as substitutes.
The protocol of dealing with interviewers presenting
anomalies in ex-post verification calls and/or other data
quality checks should be agreed on in advance. In some
cases, it might be a good idea to agree on an extension
of ex-post controls to all interviews carried out by interviewers with questionable control records, and a possible
exclusion of all affected interviews. The exclusion of such
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interviewers from subsequent waves of data collection is
another option to be considered.
Fourth, we also suggest including specific start and
end dates, as well as other milestones such as due dates
in the agreement. In many cases, reducing undesirable
variation in data due to external effects requires the data
collection period to be as short as possible. Penalty payments may facilitate compliance with contractual deadlines.
Lastly, interviewer effects may pose further concerns. For an excellent summary of interviewer effects
and practical considerations for survey management see
Cibelli Hibben et al. (2018). To secure a minimum number of active interviewers for a certain survey, a three
percent (or similar) clause was often included in SHARE
contracts: No interviewer shall carry out more than three
percent of all interviews collected for the survey.
3.1 The collection of paradata
Many professional surveys such as the Health and Retirement Study (HRS), which is the SHARE sister study in
the US, employ their own survey software that enables
the collection of paradata and offers several other control possibilities. Paradata, also called keystroke data,
are automatically collected data on time, duration, and
sometimes even the place where the survey is conducted
by interviewers. They allow for an independent ex-post
evaluation of interview length and accurate reading of
question texts.
For most smaller-scale surveys sourced out to survey agencies, programming of its own survey software
might not be feasible. In such cases, researchers only
provide survey agencies with a proper questionnaire,
while the programming and technical implementation
of the survey questionnaire is entrusted to the survey
agency. As such, scientists are able to exercise hardly
any control or supervision options during the fieldwork
period. To avoid possible cheating by interviewers or
survey agencies, in addition to regular deliveries of the
survey data collected, it is also advisable to agree on the
regular or automatic delivery of survey paradata during
the fieldwork period.
3.2 Respondent and contact procedures
How often and at what times shall interviewers contact
respondents before their lack of response is considered
a hard refusal? Most surveys require at least six to eight
contact attempts at different times of the day and week
before a respondent can be considered to have made a
soft or hard (final) refusal. It is part of the work of contract editors to include specific clauses on the modes,
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numbers, and timing of contact attempts to be made by
survey agencies or interviewers contracted for the fieldwork.
In all cases, data-protection rules have to be taken
into account. According to Article 21 of the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) in Europe, once a respondent objects to processing his or her personal data,
all contact procedures have to stop; in some cases, the
respondent’s data may even have to be excluded from
the sample.
3.3 Valid interviews
Which interviews count as valid interviews and which
are not, and hence, will not be remunerated? Every survey contract needs to detail some rules on how to proceed with incomplete interviews and interviews containing false data.
3.4 Bonus payments for high retention rates
Finally, every survey purchaser is advised to stipulate
some form of bonus payments targeting high retention
rates as well as the reduction of non-response errors.
Expenses of survey agencies tend to grow with higher
retention rates as they often have to employ specialized
interviewers to convert unwilling respondents. Moreover, respondent incentives, another issue of concern to
survey purchasers, also grow with higher retention rates. Lastly, bonus payments should also trickle down to
interviewers, as they bear the bulk of the effort involved
in conducting survey fieldwork.

4. Sampling methods and fieldwork reality
Sampling is one of the most crucial factors of survey
quality. Without an adequate sample design and practical implementation of that design, the whole survey enterprise runs the risk of scientific uselessness. “Conclusions drawn from a poorly designed survey […] can be
completely misleading” (Lohr 2008, 147).
According to Groves and Lyberg (2010), four possible
error sources have to be coped with when carrying out a
survey:
4.1. Coverage error,
4.2. Sampling error,
4.3. Non-response error, and
4.4. Measurement error.
These four parts make up the so called total survey error
(TSE). In this context, TSE may be specified as:
TSE = εCoverage + εSampling + εNon-response + εMeasurement

Coverage error occurs when the sampling frame
excludes parts of the population of interest. Sampling
error occurs because a sample is taken instead of measuring the entire population (Lohr 2008). Non-response
error arises when respondents are contacted for the survey, but provide no or only partial data.
Finally, measurement error results from inaccurate
responses to questions or inaccurate measurements. As
outlined further below, it is the principal objective of
survey quality management to control and reduce measurement error to a minimum. Failure to take into account these different error sources may lead to bias and
the survey may not adequately represent the population
of interest. In what follows, we address the four error
components of surveys as discussed in Lohr (2008), and
add further considerations with regard to survey quality
management.
4.1 Coverage error
A registry or database containing the entire population of interest for the survey is a necessary condition
for carrying out an adequate sampling procedure. Incomplete or inadequate population registries such as
telephone books are sometimes used to draw a survey
sample. The exclusion of certain population groups from
the population of interest, e.g., persons unlisted in telephone registers, leads to coverage bias. Inherently, since
we cannot know who was excluded from our sampling
process by using incomplete registers, we are not able to
mathematically compute the resulting coverage bias. It
is certainly possible to try to minimize this bias by poststratification methods such as age-by-sex or race-by-sex
categories. However, in all cases, we end up with a more
or less pronounced representativity bias of the survey.
In such instances, all our estimations end up as nothing
more than “good guesses.”
Nowadays, population registries are considered state-of-the-art for drawing samples for scientific surveys.
Wherever population registers are not available or legally accessible, other population-linked databases may
be employed, such as postal registries or address books
containing a list of all households in certain geographic
entities. However, two problems may arise from such
approaches: First, such registers are often far from perfect and, in many cases, miss out on some parts of the
population. Second, many surveys focus on subcategories of a certain population. Often, information on the
characteristics of interest of the population (e.g., only
respondents over the age of 50 in SHARE) is not included in sample databases on household or postal delivery
points. Such lack of information makes screening processes after sampling unavoidable.
However, the practical implementation of the process of screening after sampling can be very problematic
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and error prone. First, adequate screening can be very
costly, since in many cases it requires multiple individual verifications of every sample point. Second, if no
detailed and reproducible documentation of the screening process is provided, interviewers entrusted with
screening tasks face a very big incentive to cheat during
screening. Let’s consider, for example, the case of an
address book or postal register containing a list of every household in a certain geographical unit. If nobody
answered door A, why keep returning to retry at door A
instead of just knocking at doors B and/or C (i.e., doors,
that are not included in the drawn sample) to check if
some interview-eligible person may be at home? In
many cases, it will be very difficult, if not impossible, to
rule out such bad practices.
4.2 Sampling error
The other ingredient for achieving survey representativity is probability sampling. According to Lohr (2008),
probability sampling is a sampling method in which
each respondent is assigned a probability for being selected in the sample. At its purest, it takes the form of
simple random sampling.
Without probability sampling, the sampling error
cannot be reliably computed and meaningful estimates
of the underlying baseline population cannot be developed. Other methods of random sampling such as clustering or stratification can provide other statistical or
financial advantages but also tend to increase sampling
errors. Similarly, non-random sampling methods such
as quota sampling are widely used in market research.
However, it should be noted that such approaches may
in some cases come close to population averages, but can
never be applied to reliably compute population estimators.
Larger sample sizes are required to minimize sampling errors. Above certain thresholds, sample sizes
can be computed independent of population sizes since
marginal increases in sample size are expressed as a
decreasing function of population size. The “standard”
formula for computing sample sizes is as follows (Quatember 2015, 47):
Equation 1

where N is the reference population, p is the relative size
of the subpopulation of interest, ε is the required margin
of error, and u is the required confidence interval (e.g.,
inferred from Student’s t-distribution). For very big re-
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ference population sizes, we can rewrite Equation 1 by
multiplying with 1/N and letting N tend to infinity:
Equation 2

We thereby obtain a formula independent of the size of
the reference population that is valid only for big populations.
To demonstrate this step graphically (see Figure
1), we set ε=0.01*pop (1% error margin in terms of the
baseline population),
(for a confidence interval
of 95% in a distribution akin to the t-distribution), and
p=0.5 in Equation 1 and obtain the following function for
sample size dependent on the baseline population. We
see that the required sample size grows steeply until a
certain threshold of about 50,000 members of the baseline population; thereafter, it remains relatively stable at
sample sizes of a little over 8,000 respondents.
Figure 1: Required sample size by population size for a
1% margin of error and 95% confidence interval

Thus, most formulas for calculating required sample sizes completely ignore population sizes. In SHARE, sample sizes of 6,000 individuals per country have been set
as the objective target for participating countries.
In Figure 2, we illustrate the margin of error for different sample sizes with a baseline population of 8 million people, which is roughly equivalent to the population of the Republic of Austria. Variance and confidence
intervals are left untouched. The margin of error – expressed in absolute terms of the baseline population –
decreases as the sample size increases. In this case, most
scientific appliances in survey research require sample
sizes of at least 2,000 and ideally up to 6,000 or 8,000
respondents. The required sample size also depends on
the aim of the study. If cross-country comparisons are
not enough and country level analysis or investigation
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of subgroups is required, the sample size should be significantly increased.
Figure 2: Margin of error by sample size for a given baseline population of 8 million people and a 95% confidence
interval

4.3 Non-response error
Non-response error occurs when some respondents
with common characteristics share a higher probability
of refusal for survey participation than others. In such
cases, non-response error can lead to biased estimates
since the sample does not accurately reflect the characteristics of the baseline population. For panel studies,
this “unit non-response” poses an even higher risk to the
scientific usability and reliability of the survey. If some
individuals are more likely than others to drop out of the
survey between consecutive waves, the representativity
of the sample might be lost altogether after some time.
Indeed, there is evidence that the problem of survey attrition has worsened over time (Watson/Wooden 2009).
As Watson and Wooden (2009) have highlighted in
their article, there exists mounting evidence of some
common determinants that lead to higher attrition rates among respondents. For instance, response rates
are almost always higher for women than for men. The
youngest as well as the oldest exhibit significantly lower
response rates compared to middle-aged individuals.
Single persons and single households have a higher probability of survey attrition. Also, the presence of children within households leads to higher attrition rates.
On the other hand, higher education leads to somewhat higher response rates contrary to home-ownership, which has a negative effect on survey participation. The evidence on income is mixed, whereas location
mostly has a relatively strong effect on survey participation with residents of bigger cities being less prone to respond or participate in surveys (Watson/Wooden 2009).
In SHARE, we have experimented with different
measures to decrease the risks posed by unit non-response and survey attrition. We find that monetary incentives have strong and presumably near-linear effects

on participation rates (Börsch-Supan/Krieger 2013).
These findings are also aligned with a major meta-study
conducted by Singer et al. (1999). Another experiment to
evaluate the consequences of non-response on survey
quality comprised the administration of an ultra-short
questionnaire to people who dropped out; however, this
received limited success.
Minimizing unit non-response has always been one
of the main priorities within the SHARE survey. Interviewers were bound to undertake at least eight contact
attempts on different days and times of day per sample
household. Even more importantly, as survey administrators, we always concentrated our efforts on interviewer training since we learnt that interviewers were the
best means to reduce non-response rates and survey attrition. As scientific researchers and, thus, “employers,”
being in direct contact with interviewers, training on
respondent handling, and informing about the principal
objectives of the survey has always been a major focus in
SHARE (Malter 2013).
Where we have failed so far is to implement appropriate monetary incentive schemes to reward interviewers for high quality data and for minimizing unit nonresponse rates. This might also be due to the fact that interviewers are not hired directly by SHARE researchers
but by intermediary survey agencies, often under precarious conditions. In some cases, incentive schemes have
been put in place by survey agencies themselves, but almost exclusively only when fieldwork progress was slow
and contractual deadlines were already near.
4.4 Measurement error
Measurement error occurs when a respondent’s answer
to a question is inaccurate and, thus, departs from the
“true” value. One way to avoid measurement error is to
ask clear and understandable questions. Special attention should, therefore, be dedicated to a well-designed
and well-tested questionnaire.
A special sort of measurement error may arise when
respondents are confronted with sensitive questions.
Depending on the social setting of the interview, in some
cases, respondents may opt for wrong answers to sensitive questions. Here, the method of data collection may
lead to measurement error. In fact, in some cases, there
may be good reasons to rely on interviewing methods
without interviewers.
Besides sensitive questions, interviewers can also
cause measurement errors when confronted with questions that they, themselves, do not understand. Good
interview training is essential to resolve all interviewer
questions with regard to the questionnaire and its contents (Lessler et al. 2008). Additionally, survey instruments should allow for special interviewer instructions
and background information for every survey question.
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5. Targeting fakes and errors through fieldwork
quality management
Throughout data collection, “ […] systematically validating the work of field staff is a requirement for the responsible collection of survey data.” Therefore, analyzing interview paradata is a key tool to detect and prevent
falsification in computer assisted interviews (Johnson et
al. 2001, 1). A sound fieldwork management and monitoring strategy is essential for reducing survey errors
and achieving high-quality data.
The major objective of SHARE fieldwork management consists of avoiding measurement error and
minimizing unit non-response. In general, monitoring
is implemented at both country and interviewer level
through the international coordination of SHARE and
the scientific country teams.
International quality and fieldwork management is
of obvious relevance to the project but is not elaborated
on here. SHARE survey methods and fieldwork monitoring are documented thoroughly by Kneip et al. (2015)
and Malter (2013), and can also be looked up in SHARE
methodology volumes (Börsch-Supan/Malter 2013;
2015; 2017; Börsch-Supan/Jürges 2005). Regular fieldwork monitoring provided by SHARE Central focuses
on response and contact statistics.
In face-to-face interviews, standardized interviewer
behavior is essential to data-quality (Loosveldt 2008).
Standardized interviewing requires the interviewer to
read the questions accurately as worded, and to follow
the given script (Schaeffer 2018; Schwarz et al. 2008). Although the impact of accurate reading of questions on
survey data quality is unclear, “ […] good interviewer behavior should not only be measured in terms of response
rates, but more closely monitor their actual behavior in
the interaction with respondents” (Bergmann/Bristle
2016, 25). Kreuter (2018a; 2018b) argues that paradata on
question reading times can be exploited to improve interview guidance and to identify fakes. “The lack of standardized practice and protocols across interviewers, as
well as taking ‘shortcuts’ and outright falsification, can
contribute to significant interviewer effects” (Mneimneh et al. 2018, as cited in Cibelli Hibben et al. 2018, 280).
For this reason, in SHARE we investigate further and assess interview data per interviewer.
The following section is split into 3 parts. Following
the description of paradata and the information flow in
the SHARE project, we discuss fieldwork quality management at the interviewer level. The last part of this section
presents our experiences with interviewer back checks.
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5.1 Employment of paradata
Following Mohler et al. (2008), we distinguish three types of survey data: numeric data, metadata, and paradata. Numeric data are simple survey question responses. Metadata are mostly descriptive data to document
details on survey design, questionnaire definitions, interviewer training, and other background information.
Finally, paradata are data gathered during the data collection process as briefly discussed above. Nowadays,
almost every survey collects additional information on
the survey process in the form of metadata and paradata.
In SHARE, we exploit paradata for fieldwork monitoring. SHARE interview software enables collecting a
lot of additional information during the data collection
process. The software automatically records each user
action with the respective time stamp so that the time
spent (in seconds) at every question can be calculated
(Bristle 2015). A lot of other information collected by
SHARE software is dependent on interviewer interactions including, for example, logging of contacts and
contact attempts by interviewers (Martens et al. 2015;
Wijnant et al. 2013).
SHARE survey agencies only have limited access to
collected interview- and paradata. Therefore, the information flow of processed fieldwork data to agencies is
crucial for steering the data collection process. All collected data are synchronized every two weeks with CentERdata in the Netherlands, the central data-processing
unit of SHARE (Malter 2013). Therefore, the necessary
time-frame for interview related feedback to the agencies ranges from one to a maximum of three weeks.
Figure 3 provides a rough overview of this information flow from SHARE to survey agencies in Austria.
SHARE regularly provides a fieldwork monitoring report and detailed statistics at the interviewer level to the
survey agency. On a monthly basis, feedback is also sent
directly to interviewers. Additionally, an external agency,
contracted for back checks on interviewer performance,
receives regular updates on respondent data and returns
the results of control checks conducted.
Figure 3: SHARE fieldwork control information flow in
Austria
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Data quality checks at the interviewer level

To perform quality checks at the interviewer level in
Austria, we focus on interview duration, question reading measurements, and average item non-response by
interviewer. Interview duration is considered a proxy
variable for fabricated or shortened interviews. Question reading measurements have been implemented to
control for the reading protocol of interviewers, i.e., the
complete reading out of question texts by interviewers. Exact reading of the question is a key component
in surveys to avoid measurement error from shortened
or skipped text (Loosveldt 2008). Identical wording and
meaning of questions is of even higher importance in
longitudinal and cross-country harmonized surveys
(Hoffmeyer-Zlotnik/Warner 2018). Item non-response
by interviewer serves as a proxy variable for interviewer motivation and helps to detect systematic shortening
of the questionnaire.
However, such measurements also have to be
handled with caution. According to Kreuter (2018a;
2018b), no universally accepted indicators and mechanisms exist so far. All the variables specified above can
therefore only provide lead evidence for problems in
the field and have to be judged in the relevant interview
context.
In SHARE, the survey agency is advised to contact
underperforming interviewers and discuss possible improvements in interviewing techniques. Additionally,
the Austrian SHARE team sends out personalized summary emails with individual performance data directly to all interviewers. As fieldwork progresses, we also
estimate trends over time to examine interviewer adaptations to past feedback.

wave 5 show good reading times while the rest are below
the minimum. The graph exhibits extremes in both directions. However, our major objective is to motivate
interviewers with the “worst” reading times to improve
their interviewing techniques. We do not care about the
other extreme (long reading times), as these may be rooted in many different motives. Studying the exact reading times of “under-performing” interviewers for each
question over time reveals that many interviewers are
systematically below the minimum – an indication that
they systematically cut question texts.
Figure 4: Sample graph of mean deviation from minimum
reading time extracted from the final data quality report
of SHARE wave 5

5.2.1 Question reading protocol
We choose three questions without respondent interaction from the SHARE interview. These are typically introductory texts containing important information and
definitions on the questionnaire that follows. For these
texts, we define a minimum reading time – fastest reading time that can still be understood by a listener – in
seconds. The SHARE instrument records the time spent
at each question in seconds. With help of these data, we
compute the mean deviation from the minimum reading time across interviews and by interviewer. This
enables us to control for interviewer adherence to reading protocols and to single out interviewers who systematically read questions too fast or even skip entire
text passages.
Figure 4 shows the mean deviation from the minimum reading time by interviewer. This graph is extracted from the Austrian data quality report for SHARE
wave 5. In total, around 72% of interviewers active in

5.2.2 Item non-response
Additionally, we investigate item non-response at the
interviewer level. Our objective is to filter out interviewing errors or errors in non-response codes. It is the duty
of interviewers to encourage respondent participation
and to inspire trust that all data are protected. Although
the general policy is based on the respondents’ freedom
of answering or choosing not to do so, “don’t knows” or
“refusals” could also be exploited by the interviewer to
shorten the interview.
For interviewer feedback, we evaluate the mean
number of questions coded as “don’t know” and/or “refusal” by interview and interviewer. Figure 5 presents
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the respective graph from the final data quality report
of wave 5. On average, 2.5 questions are not answered in
a complete SHARE interview in Austria. Eventually, we
are only concerned about interviews with a very high
deviation from the mean; some interviewers present
average deviations of 3 to 6 times the mean. The agency
is then required to re-engage these interviewers, enquire what problems may have emerged in the field, and
investigate the causes of these overshoots. Often, it is
simply a problem of wrong coding; in other cases, the
interviewer may be operating in areas that are known
for high item non-response.
One might argue that instead of motivating respondents to correctly answer questions, interviewers
are induced to provide wrong answers instead of “don’t
knows” or “refusals” due to such checks. In practice,
however, such behavior could lead to significant problems since wrong answers will often lead to routings
with incongruous questions. How should interviewers
then respond to such inappropriate follow-up-questions? In other cases, forging answers is simply not possible, as was the case with social security numbers: When
such data was collected in SHARE, it had to pass hash
checks before being accepted by the interview software.
Inventing such numbers was simply impossible.
Figure 5: Sample graph of item non-response from the
final data quality report of SHARE wave 5
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5.3 The effect of quality management on data quality
Overall, conducting checks and providing regular feedback to interviewers on their quality measures during
fieldwork appears to bear a positive effect on survey data
quality. Table 1 presents an overview of average quality
indicators from waves 4 to 6. In wave 4, when problems
were detected and deeper quality checks and feedback
mechanisms were implemented for the first time, only
every second interviewer possessed acceptable question reading times. Back then, on average six questions
had not been answered per interview. Two years later, in
wave 5, interviewers were already more focused on the
reading protocol; data quality checks showed that 72% of
interviewers displayed acceptable reading times and the
average item non-response rate fell to 2.7 items. Again,
there was consistent but lesser improvement from wave
5 to 6. In wave 6, three of four interviewers exhibited excellent reading times and the average number of nonanswered questions was 1.3.
Table 1: Development of quality control indicators at the
interviewer level

Question reading report:
acceptable reading time (a)
Motivation report:
item non-response (b)
(a)
(b)

Wave 4
(2011)

Wave 5
(2013)

Wave 6
(2015)

55 %

72 %

76 %

6.1

2.7

1.3

Share of interviewers with good reading time
Mean number of refusal and „don’t know“ responses per interview

Nonetheless, all quality measures leave room for discussion and have to be interpreted with caution. Motivating interviewers to be active in the field and to deliver
completed interviews while not criticizing them excessively for their interviewing behavior, is like walking on
a thin red line. Another open question is whether these
methods are ultimately causal for good data quality. We
are not able to deliver final answers to these questions
yet, but it is our belief and experience that if scientific
research were to close its eyes to such issues, data quality
could and would be a lot worse.
5.4 Independent verification as key for data quality
Another important contribution to survey quality is regular verification of interviews collected in the field to
filter out fake interviews or tricky interviewers that do
not follow the script (Johnson et al. 2001; Lyberg/Biemer
2008). In SHARE, at least 20% of every interviewer’s
interviews have to be back checked by computer assisted telephone interviews (CATI). These back checks are
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typically conducted by the survey agency that has been
assigned the fieldwork itself, applying its own system
(Malter et al. 2016).
As is well known, controlling oneself can never
compare to external control standards from third parties. SHARE Austria has, therefore, decided to outsource the required CAPI back checks to independent
control-agencies. In SHARE wave 6 (2015), an external
survey agency has been contracted for the first time, to
conduct audit checks on SHARE interviews in Austria.
On a biweekly basis, we provide new data and receive feedback on CATI checks. The primary survey agency
conducting the fieldwork has direct access to feedback
data provided by the control agency. Free and secure
data exchange between all players in the field is a necessary requirement for this cooperation to work out
successfully.
When implementing external back checks for the
first time, we experienced that telephone numbers supplied by interviewers were often wrong or missing altogether. This made it difficult for the audit agency to
conduct adequate back checks and it was even impossible to carry out any interview verifications for a few interviewers. Two possible explanations come to mind: In
the first place, household respondents themselves may
refuse to provide telephone numbers. Second, interviewers may keep telephone numbers secret and refrain
from recording them in the SHARE software to prevent
households from being redistributed to other interviewers or even to veil inconsistencies.
Part of our solution to these issues was to instruct
the audit agency to collect telephone numbers themselves. Upon completion of fieldwork for wave 6, we
also required the principal survey agency to update
telephone numbers on households in the SHARE software. In the end, this was made possible by additional
payment incentives for interviewers who updated respondent contact information. This facilitated contacting households for back checks in subsequent waves.
We established an overview of every interviewer with
suspiciously high number of non-auditable interviews
and requested the primary survey agency to take action
on these employees. As is always the case, when all efforts to shed light on suspicious cases fail, such interviews will not be accepted nor paid for by SHARE, and
the interviewer may be excluded from further fieldwork
in current and future waves.
Retrospectively, without sourcing out audit tasks to
an external agency, we would never have been aware of
the problems linked to non-contactable households and
suspicious interviewer behavior. Nevertheless, having
independent checks adds further challenges to survey
management, infrastructure, and personnel resources.
Most importantly, the country team requires access to
sample data. In the Austrian case, the sample manage-

ment server was located directly at the premises of the
scientists, with the survey agency operating the system
via remote access. This guaranteed permanent access
to important information on fieldwork progress by
SHARE.

6. A more personal conclusion on the approach to
good data quality
As researchers, it is important to not merely outsource
the entire data collection process and receive back data
with neither additional information nor independent
evaluation on data quality. Researchers need to focus not only on the theoretical or statistical aspects of
the survey setup, but also need to get their “feet on the
ground” and check what is being done in the field and
how. This is where quality management should cross
every researcher’s mind. It is one thing to define probability sampling methods on paper; it is another thing
to monitor how survey agencies and interviewers actually recruit new respondents, sometimes beyond the researcher’s control.
In our experience, the practical implementation of
survey data collection is fundamental to data quality
and, thus, to high-quality scientific research. In the business world, quality management is in everyone’s mind.
In scientific survey research, it should be even more so.
In this paper, we attempt to contribute to the discussion on survey quality management by highlighting some basic elements of survey design, as well as by
sharing our practical experiences and findings in carrying out the SHARE survey in a European member country. Our objective consists of developing a harmonized
“standards” framework laying out the minimum requirements for survey data quality management.
A quick guideline for survey quality management:

1. CONTRACT: A contract with a survey agency

should clarify any issues regarding sample and data
ownership, interviewers, interview back checks, how
to deal with suspicious interviews and interviewers,
and fieldwork deadlines. Moreover, respondent contact procedures and – if necessary – access to paradata
have to be agreed upon. A definition of what actually
makes a complete interview should not be forgotten.
2. SAMPLING: A register sample and a sufficient
number of observations (6,000-8,000 observations)
are considered gold standard in survey research. If
possible, carry out the sampling process yourself or
work closely with the survey agency. If register sampling is not an option, insist on detailed screening and
documentation information.
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3. QUALITY MANAGEMENT: Besides careful questionnaire development and intensive interviewer
training, implement an efficient fieldwork monitoring strategy. In addition to response and contact
statistics, study interviewer behavior by examining interview paradata. Back checks by a third party
are more reliable than back checks conducted by the
principal agency itself.
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